We are now
able to supply
floating access
Pontoons made from Scaffolding
Patented system which
integrates tough plastic
floats with standard
scaffolding parts to make a
wide range of pontoons and
floating access solutions.

Call now
for a quote:

01592
800 335
w: i-scaff.com

ScaffFloat Advantages

Pontoon Hire

1: Strong & Stable - the significant scaffold structure
built into our pontoons makes them incredibly strong,
stable and safe platforms to work from.

Events & Festivals

TM

2: Stability & Structural Calcs - comes with Structural
Calculations and a Stability Book produced by a Naval
Architect. This includes a range of common load
scenarios, limitations for wind and wave height and an
easy to understand guide for operators on board.
3: Tough Wood Deck - all pontoons come as
standard with a wooden deck suitable for heavy plant
and machinery. These are made using standard, or
heavy duty scaffold boards supported at 0.5m centres.
Our fire-rated deck is suitable for hot works including
cutting and welding.
4: Mooring - all pontoons come with heavy duty
cleats and mooring lines. Spuds legs are also available.

Bridge Inspections
Harbour Wall Repairs
Ship Repairs & Painting
Bridge Access & Repairs
River Maintenance
Dredging & De-Silting
Survey & Sampling
Pedestrian Bridges
Drilling Platforms
Suitable for Plant
*More configurations available,
please visit our website.

5: Cost & Pricing - being local we can offer
competitive prices for pontoon hire.
6: Build & Launching - the build can take place on a
slipway or beach on a single tide, on a riverbank and
be slid into the water, or on the quay and be craned in.
7: Very Versatile - we have a wide range of ‘BoltOns’ that you can add to your hire. Examples include
staging, scaffold towers, engine pods & console,
moon pool, spud legs, gantry or hiab style crane,
loading ramps, A-frame & modular welfare huts.

Call us today for a
quote on:

t. 01592 800 335
w: i-scaff.com

All pontoons and floating structures are built to a
professional design that includes calculations for:

Structure

Buoyancy

Stability

Independent category 3 checks for floating temporary works also available.

